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Improved Coefficients for the Karagiannidis–Lioumpas

Approximations and Bounds to the Gaussian Q-Function

Islam M. Tanash and Taneli Riihonen , Member, IEEE

Abstract—We revisit the Karagiannidis–Lioumpas (KL) ap-
proximation of the Q-function by optimizing its coefficients in
terms of absolute error, relative error and total error. For
minimizing the maximum absolute/relative error, we describe the
targeted uniform error functions by sets of nonlinear equations so
that the optimized coefficients are the solutions thereof. The total
error is minimized with numerical search. We also introduce an
extra coefficient in the KL approximation to achieve significantly
tighter absolute and total error at the expense of unbounded
relative error. Furthermore, we extend the KL expression to lower
and upper bounds with optimized coefficients that minimize the
error measures in the same way as for the approximations.

Index Terms—Communication theory, error probability.

I. INTRODUCTION

KARAGIANNIDIS AND LIOUMPAS presented in [1] a

relatively tight, yet analytically tractable, approximation

for the Gaussian Q-function [2] as follows:
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for which their original study sets (a, b, c) = ( 1
B
√
2π

, 1
2 ,

A√
2
)

and proposes for error minimization example coefficient values

A = 1.98 and B = 1.135 rendering (a, c) ≈ (0.3515, 1.4001).
Despite drawing some criticism [3] shortly after publication,

the ‘Karagiannidis–Lioumpas (KL) approximation’ has gradu-

ally established itself as one of the most usable substitutes for

the Gaussian Q-function in communication theory problems

and the paper [1] has received a large number of citations; it

is only fitting to begin calling the expression after its inventors.

A diverse set of applications for the KL approximation can

be found in [4]–[8] to name but a few prominent articles.

In general, the approximation is often used in the calculation

of average bit or symbol error probability as a tractable

replacement for the Gaussian Q-function such that analysis can

be carried out and completed in a closed form at the cost of

making results tight approximations instead of exact ones. This

usually involves integrating something like, e.g., f(Q̃(x(γ))),
where even simple functions f(q) and x(γ), which are derived

from the communication system under study, may forbid exact
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analysis using the actual Q-function [9]–[11]. One should

note especially that the approximation is always used in an

intermediate step of analytical derivations and it is not meant

for numerical probability computations per se — instead,

rational Chebyshev functions [12] are perfect to that end.

This Letter is inspired by the fact that the original study [1]

presents explicit values of a and c for only one approximation

(which has low integrated total error when b = 1
2 , to be exact).

However, the KL approximation family is actually much more

versatile, whereby new coefficients can be acquired in terms of

other criteria for better accuracy depending on the application.

The KL expression can be also repurposed to achieve lower

and upper bounds (that are also tight approximations) and, in

certain cases, coefficients admit explicit values. Furthermore,

by introducing the extra coefficient b in (1) that originally

was b = 1
2 and permitting b < 1

2 , we achieve significantly

improved accuracy in terms of absolute and total error.

The objective of this Letter is to apply the KL expression

of the Q-function to derive improved approximations and

bounds which are global and tight over x ≥ 0 by optimizing

the coefficients (a, b, c) in respect to their minimum global

absolute or relative error or minimum integrated total error.

Like [11] for another popular expression [9], we present new

formulation that minimizes the maximum global error of (1)

by constructing a set of equations, which describes the corre-

sponding error function, and solve them numerically to find

the optimized coefficients. The total error is optimized with

exhaustive search for reference. In general, when optimizing

one of the three criteria, better performance will be achieved

at the expense of decreased accuracy in terms of the others.

The new coefficients solved herein are applicable as one-to-

one replacements for the original ones of [1] adopted into the

analysis of [4]–[8] and many other studies. Literature is rich

in approximations/bounds for the Q-function and, typically,

the application’s mathematics define, which ones are tractable

for it. Whenever (1) is preferred, our coefficients offer variety

to tailor accuracy for the application or to use bounds. The

tractable series expansion of the KL expression proposed

in [13] can likewise be used with these substitutes (but without

guarantee that bounds remain global). Consequently, they are

useful also in the contexts of, e.g., [14]–[20] and many others.

II. PRELIMINARIES

The case x ≥ 0 is presumed throughout this Letter with

little loss of generality because the relation Q(x) = 1−Q(−x)
extends all the considered functions to the negative real axis.

In fact, this is the main motive for optimizing approximations

and bounds also subject to an additional constraint Q̃(0) = 1
2

that makes their extensions continuous at the origin like Q(x).
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This study solves optimized approximations and bounds for

three criteria and for combinations thereof, viz. min(a,b,c) dmax

(‘minimax absolute error’), min(a,b,c) rmax (‘minimax relative

error’) and min(a,b,c) dtot (‘integrated total error’ [1]), where

dmax , max
x≥0

|d(x)|, rmax , max
x≥0

|r(x)|, dtot ,
∫ ∞

0

|d(x)| dx,
and the error functions are defined as

d(x) , Q̃(x)−Q(x), (2)

r(x) ,
d(x)

Q(x)
=

Q̃(x)

Q(x)
− 1. (3)

For baseline reference, the coefficients originally given in [1]

render dmax ≈ 0.00789, rmax ≈ 0.119, and dtot ≈ 0.00385.

As implied above, the presented approximations and bounds

will be global ones, i.e., tight over the whole non-negative real

axis (for all x ≥ 0). The error functions converge to explicit

values, which may be local extrema, at both ends of this range:

lim
x→0

d(x) = ac− 1
2 , lim

x→0
r(x) = 2ac− 1, (4)

lim
x→∞

d(x) = 0, lim
x→∞

r(x) =















∞, if b < 1
2 ,

a
√
2π − 1, if b = 1

2 ,

−1, if b > 1
2 .

The last limit shows especially that global approximations and

bounds in terms of relative error exist if and only if we set

b = 1
2 . However, as a novel fact, our study demonstrates

that absolute error and total error can be instead significantly

reduced by permitting b < 1
2 . Therefore, two scenarios of

approximations for the absolute and total error are considered

in this Letter, i.e., approximations with b = 1
2 or b < 1

2 .

Local error extrema may occur also at critical points,

where the derivatives of the continuous error functions vanish.

Denoting differentiation with an apostrophe, they are given by

d′(x) = Q̃′(x)−Q′(x), r′(x) =
Q̃′(x)Q(x)− Q̃(x)Q′(x)

[Q(x)]2
,

where

Q̃′(x) = −
a
(

(

2bx2 + 1
)

(ecx − 1)− cx
)

e−bx2−cx

x2
, (5)

Q′(x) = − 1√
2π

exp
(

− 1
2x

2
)

. (6)

Two variations of approximations are considered herein:

d(0) = r(0) = 0 and d(0) = −dmax (resp. r(0) = −rmax).

The former case maintains the continuity of the Q-function

when extending to x < 0 and results in c = 1
2 a

, when

substituted in limx→0 d(x) (resp. limx→0 r(x)) that is given in

(4). The latter case provides slightly better accuracy at the cost

of discontinuity occurring at x = 0 and results in c =
√

π
2 in

the cases of relative error, by solving limx→0 r(x) = −rmax

with limx→∞ r(x) = −rmax that are defined in (4).

III. ALTERNATIVE IMPROVED COEFFICIENTS FOR (1)

In this section, we describe the methodologies to solve the

new coefficients (a, b, c) for the KL expression. They are opti-

mized either in the minimax sense or in terms of the integrated

total error to yield an approximation, an upper bound or a

lower bound. All the 17 thus-obtained improved/alternative

coefficient sets and accuracy thereof are listed in Table I.

A. Global Uniform Approximations and Bounds

The minimax optimization problems are solved in terms

of both absolute and relative errors defined in (2) and (3),

respectively, by constructing a set of nonlinear equations. This

set describes the resulting error function, which should be

uniform with equal values for all the extrema points. Each

extremum point yields two equations, where one expresses its

value and the other sets the derivative of the error function to

zero at that point. In addition, one equation (for d(x)) or two

equations (for r(x)) is/are obtained from evaluating the limits

at the two endpoints of the considered range, [0,∞], per (4).

The resulting sets of equations, which have equal number

of equations and unknowns, can be solved straightforwardly

by any numerical tool for the considered variations to find the

optimized sets of coefficients that satisfy min(a,b,c) dmax for

the absolute error and min(a,b,c) rmax for the relative error. We

used iteratively random initial guesses for the unknowns in this

approach, namely (a, b, c), dmax or rmax, and the location of

the extrema (xk), until fsolve in Matlab converged to the

solution, which is confirmed by substitution. The formulations

for the minimax approximations/bounds are described below.

1) Approximations in Terms of Absolute Error: The coef-

ficients (a, b, c) are optimized for approximations in terms of

the absolute error by formulating a set of equations as






















d′(xk) = 0, for k = 1, 2 or 1, 2, 3,

d(xk) = (−1)k+1 dmax, for k = 1, 2 or 1, 2, 3,
{

a c = 1
2 , when d(0) = 0,

a c = 1
2 − dmax, when d(0) = −dmax,

(7)

where xk is an extremum point. The number of the error

function’s extrema depends on the value of b; if b is fixed

to 1
2 , then we have two extrema, whereas if b is allowed to be

any positive value, then we need three separate extrema.

2) Lower Bounds in Terms of Absolute Error: For the lower

bounds, we need to find the optimized coefficients which

minimize the global absolute error for d(x) ≤ 0 when x ≥ 0.

The value of b must always equal to 1
2 . The tightest resulting

uniform error function will start from d(0) = −dmax, with its

maximum equal to zero and its minimum equal to −dmax so

that we can formulate a set of equations as














d′(x1) = d′(x2) = 0,

d(x1) = 0, d(x2) = −dmax,

a c = 1
2 − dmax.

(8)

When d(0) = 0, we get a =
√

π
32 and c =

√

8
π

by imposing

d′(0) = 0 (only in this case), which produces a c2 =
√

2/π,

and solving with c = 1
2 a

that results from setting d(0) = 0.

3) Upper Bounds in Terms of Absolute Error: The set of

equations becomes














d′(x1) = d′(x2) = d′(x3) = 0,

d(x1) = d(x3) = dmax, d(x2) = 0,

a c = 1
2 .

(9)

In particular, we shape the uniform error function to have three

extrema with d(x) ≥ 0 when x ≥ 0 in which its maxima
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are equal to dmax and its minimum is equal to zero. The

corresponding error function must always start from d(0) = 0.

4) Approximations in Terms of Relative Error: The targeted

uniform error function in terms of the relative error consists of

only one maximum point and converges to −rmax as x tends

to infinity, which results in −rmax = a
√
2π − 1 according to

(4). Therefore, we can formulate the set of equations as






















r′(x1) = 0, r(x1) = rmax,
{

a c = 1
2 , when r(0) = 0,

a c = 1−rmax

2 , when r(0) = −rmax,

a = 1−rmax√
2π

.

(10)

5) Lower Bounds in Terms of Relative Error: We need to

find the optimized coefficients, a and c, in the minimax sense

for r(x) ≤ 0 when x ≥ 0 which converges to −rmax as x
tends to infinity. The resulting error function can either start

from r(0) = −rmax to formulate a set of equations as
{

r′(x1) = r(x1) = 0,

a c = 1−rmax

2 , a = 1−rmax√
2π

,
(11)

or from r(0) = 0 yielding a =
√

π
32 and c =

√

8
π

like with

the corresponding lower bound in terms of absolute error.

6) Upper Bound in Terms of Relative Error: We must

ensure that r(x) ≥ 0 when x ≥ 0 for the uniform error

function. The resulting error function has only one maximum

point and converges to zero as x tends to infinity. Therefore,

a = 1√
2π

and c =
√

π
2 as proposed earlier in [21] and b is

known to be equal to 1
2 . The optimized upper bound in terms

of relative error is also optimal in terms of absolute error and

integrated total error for the case where b = 1
2 .

B. Numerical Optimization in Terms of Total Error

Instead of defining dtot ,
∫ R

0
|d(x)| dx like in [1] and so

making optimized coefficients specific to the value chosen for

R and limited to the range [0, R], we measure total error with

R → ∞ and obtain globally optimized approximations and

bounds. In particular, we optimized the coefficients for the two

variations of the approximations with or without setting b = 1
2

by performing an extensive search, where we evaluated the

target metric (dtot) over wide one/two/three-dimensional grids

for the unknowns a, (a, b), (a, c), or (a, b, c) with granularity

of 0.000001 and selected the grid point with the minimum total

error for each variation. This renders four sets of optimized

coefficients. Extra constraint checks guarantee d(x) < 0 for

the lower bound and d(x) > 0 for the upper bound.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We summarize the improved coefficients for the minimax

approximations and bounds and for the total absolute error in

Table I and illustrate their error functions in Fig. 1, together

with the original KL approximation from [1] and reference

approximations and bounds from [9] and [10].1

1The labels having the form Xy-n in the results refer to the approximations
and bounds as follows: X is U for upper bounds, A for approximations, and
L for lower bounds; whereas y is d for absolute error, r for relative error, and
t for total error; in addition, n refers to rank of the coefficients according to
the accuracy of the absolute error of each variation in an ascending order.

TABLE I
NEW COEFFICIENTS FOR (1) AND APPROXIMATION ERROR THEREOF

#∗ type a b c dmax rmax dtot

[1] Q̃(x)≈Q(x) 0.351491 1/2 1.400071 0.007887 0.1189 0.003847

Ud-1 Q̃(x)≥Q(x), Q̃(0)=Q(0) 0.320848 0.467551 1/(2a) 0.000894 ∞ 0.001638

U-2 Q̃(x)≥Q(x), Q̃(0)=Q(0) 1/
√

2π 1/2
√

π/2 0.019413 0.0953 0.023034

Ad-1 Q̃(x)≈Q(x) 0.321272 0.471452 1.554646 0.000536 ∞ 0.001130

Ad-2 Q̃(x)≈Q(x), Q̃(0)=Q(0) 0.319695 0.469381 1/(2a) 0.000632 ∞ 0.001330

Ad-3 Q̃(x)≈Q(x) 0.335419 1/2 1.484436 0.002092 0.1592 0.003505

Ad-4 Q̃(x)≈Q(x), Q̃(0)=Q(0) 0.332106 1/2 1/(2a) 0.002568 0.1675 0.004272

Ar-6 Q̃(x)≈Q(x) 0.380797 1/2
√

π/2 0.022742 0.0455 0.010439

Ar-5 Q̃(x)≈Q(x), Q̃(0)=Q(0) 0.376056 1/2 1/(2a) 0.013787 0.0574 0.015096

Ld-1 Q̃(x)≤Q(x) 0.329783 1/2 1.506303 0.003247 0.1734 0.004659

L-2 Q̃(x)≤Q(x), Q̃(0)=Q(0)
√

π/32 1/2
√

8/π 0.007148 0.2146 0.010188

Lr-3 Q̃(x)≤Q(x) 0.364230 1/2
√

π/2 0.043505 0.0870 0.013683

Ut-1 Q̃(x)≥Q(x), Q̃(0)=Q(0) 0.323300 0.472329 1/(2a) 0.001326 ∞ 0.001454

At-2 Q̃(x)≈Q(x) 0.326530 0.477951 1.523737 0.002454 ∞ 0.000877

At-1 Q̃(x)≈Q(x), Q̃(0)=Q(0) 0.322612 0.474260 1/(2a) 0.001126 ∞ 0.001185

At-4 Q̃(x)≈Q(x) 0.342771 1/2 1.437908 0.007127 0.1408 0.002881

At-3 Q̃(x)≈Q(x), Q̃(0)=Q(0) 0.336219 1/2 1/(2a) 0.003519 0.1572 0.004058

Lt-1 Q̃(x)≤Q(x) 0.339602 1/2 1.445957 0.008950 0.1505 0.003602

∗notes: U-2=Ud-2=Ur-2=Ut-2 [21], L-2=Ld-2=Lr-2=Lt-2, underlining indicates the error metric(s) that is/are minimized

The numerical results show that the improved coefficients

of the proposed KL approximations and bounds are optimal

subject to their optimization targets, yet expressed precisely in

implicit form as solutions to systems of nonlinear equations

as opposed to relying on numerical search to minimize error

measures. In some specific cases, a part or even all of the three

coefficients can be expressed as explicit constants. The best

approximation/bound from Table I for a specific application

is chosen by contrasting requirements against Fig. 1, provided

that the KL expression (1) is suitable for it to begin with.

As an ultimate conclusion, the presented data suggests good

alternatives to the original coefficients given in [1] for the case

of b = 1
2 : In some applications, the accuracy of the KL ap-

proximation might be improved by choosing instead A = 1.95,

B = 1.113 (a compromise between all Ay-n) for decreasing

both absolute and relative error by round 15% at the cost of

increasing total error by round 65%; or A = 2.03, B = 1.162
(At-4) for decreasing absolute error and total error by round

10% and 25%, respectively, at the cost of increasing relative

error by round 15%. Sometimes it may also be useful to choose

A = B
√
π ≈ 1.88, B = 1.061 (Ar-5) for minimizing relative

error (with round 50% reduction) subject to zero error at the

origin. In contrast, when primarily minimizing absolute error,

accuracy can be improved significantly by generalizing the

KL approximation to allow any positive b: Namely, the choice

a = 0.32, b = 0.4703, c = 1.5625 (Ad-2) guarantees zero

error at the origin while decreasing absolute error and total

error as much as round 90% and 65%, respectively, at the

cost of making relative error unbounded for large arguments.
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